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Icon Glossary 

The following icons are used in this guide. 

Icon Usage 

  

Exercise or 

Discussion 
Provides an opportunity for reinforcement. 

  

Tip 
Highlights information that can save you time or make it easier to do 

something. 

  

Key Information  Highlights important information that must not be missed by the user. 

  

Best Practice  
Provides a recommendation for a course of action that is either most efficient 

or will give the user the best results. 
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Introduction 

This class explores the new or improved consoles which include added functionality such as: a 

snapshot display of data that can be acted upon, new searchable progress note widget, multi-form 

workflow widgets for tasks like Admissions and Discharges, and the console widget viewer to review 

client records from the home screen.  

Course Objectives 

By the end of the course, the participant will be able to: 

• Explain the process of finding key assessment information using consoles 

• Demonstrate the ability to utilize the discipline specific console and functionality such as 

customizing widget layout, organizing forms and data favorites, home view episode selection, 

and launching forms from console widgets. 

 

Agenda 

Item Time 

Introduction  10  Minutes 

Views and Types of Widgets 15 Minutes 

Console Widget Viewer 10 Minutes 

Searching new Progress Note Widget 10 Minutes 

Q/A 15 Minutes 
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Views 

The new or improved discipline specific consoles are: 

• Crisis –Outpatient Crisis Teams and Access 

• IP Nursing – Inpatient Nursing and Inpatient HUCS 

• IP Psychiatry – Inpatient Psychiatrists and CAIS 

• IP Psychology – Inpatient Psychologists 

• IP Social Work – Inpatient Social Workers 

• PCS/OBS Nursing – PCS/OBS Nursing and HUCS 

• PCS/OBS Psychiatry – PCS/OBS Psychiatrists 

• Physical Medicine – APNPs and Physicians 

The views are custom to the types of forms, reports, review, and documentation that your discipline uses 

for tasks such as Admission, Discharge, and so forth. Each view is unique to the discipline. The views 

also have some similarities so that if staff change departments there is familiarity to the console. 

  

Each new console has 4 core widgets and 6 discipline specific widgets that are immediately viewable. 

Depending on the discipline, there may be additional widgets minimized on your view.  

 

The 4 core widgets are: 

• Client & Staff  

• Forms & Data  

• Client Information banner  

• Console Widget Viewer  

The allow customization has been turned on for all discipline specific consoles. In the case where IP 

Nursing and HUCS are using the same console, a Nurse can choose to hide the HUCS widgets and vice 

versa. The idea is that you can make the widgets that you personally use front and center and you can 

minimize or hide the widgets you do not use. 

 

There are some forms such as Client Profile / Physicians Orders, and eMAR that, due to the complexity, 

have their own consoles. Additionally, only client based, forms and documents can be added to a widget. 

Reports, and forms related to bed management, staff management or similar will be accessed using the 

Forms & Data widget.  

 

Types of Widgets 

Custom 

BHD Client Info console consists of several custom widgets. These display data and usually have a blue 

hyperlink to open the form. 
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Console Widget  

Console widgets are maximized for myAvatar NX and designed specifically to work with well with 

consoles. Each console widget allows the following actions: 

• View – Displays the record or routed document on the Console Widget Viewer 

• Open Record – Opens the highlighted record in the myAvatar Form. If the record is finalized, it 

opens a read only version. 

• New Record – Opens the form for the selected client and episode*.  

o If an episode is selected, and the form is episodic, the myAvatar form opens for the client 

and episode selected. 

o If “All Episodes” is selected, and the form is episodic, myAvatar opens the episode pre-

display page. You must select an episode prior to entering data.  

o If “All Episodes” is selected, and the form is non-episodic, the myAvatar form opens for 

the selected client. 

 

Single Form 

Displays data from a single data entry form in myAvatar. You can click on any column header to sort the 

data. Especially helpful when “All Episodes” are displayed. (see Diagnosis for example) 

Multiple Form 

These types of widgets are especially helpful for items such as Admission, Discharge, Transfer, Referral, 

or EMTALA where specific forms need to be entered to complete a process.  
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Displays five specific columns for each form included in the widget. These cannot be changed. 

• Action – Displays the data on the Console Widget Viewer 

• Form Description – Form Name 

• Episode – If the form is non-episodic, the column is blank 

• Date – If a form is filed by Data Entry Date, then the column is blank 

• Workflow Status – if the form does not have Draft/Final, the column is blank 

The New Record button will have a white triangle icon, and when clicked, provides a drop down list of the 

available forms. 

 

Key Information: If the form is non-episodic and an episode is selected on the Home 
view, you will not be able to view, or open the form from the widget unless you select All 
Episodes. 

 
 

 

Documents 

Displays information for routed or scanned documents using four columns: Action, Document 

Description, Document Date, and Document Episode (If applicable). This is read only information similar 

to the Documents section of Chart View. information scanned or routed documents. Click the View button 

to display the document in the document viewer. 

Documents must be viewed with All Episodes. 
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Console Widget Viewer 

The console widget viewer displays all the records for which the View button was clicked for the specific 

client and episode. If you change the client selection, or change the episode selection, the viewer clears 

all images. You can close the views one at a time by clicking the X on the widget tab. The tab without a 

border is the active tab. To close all forms, use the Close all at the bottom.  

For routed or scanned forms, the data will appear with the document viewing controls. For a non-routed 

form, the data displays similarly to Chart view. 
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Progress Note Widget (new) 

 

The Progress note widget provide advanced searching and sorting. I can start typing in a column header 

and it will filter the notes. I can then click on another column to sort alphabetically. I can even search for 

key words in the Note column. For the training, the limit is set to 50 records. The Training environment 

does not have the resources of a live environment for returning data quickly. 

The myAvatar searching discussed in Avatar Essentials applies to the search terms typed in the column 

headers. 
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Customizing Your View 

 

 

  

The Diagnosis Widget is not currently on my View, to add it, click the name of the widget, hold down the 

left mouse button and drag the widget onto the canvas 
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Wherever you see the black box is where your widget will be placed when you release your hold on the 

left mouse button. 

 

 

The minimize _ icon places the widget on the bottom row of your widget view. 

The close X icon removes the widget from your view. It remains in your Assigned widgets in case you 

decide to put it back on your view. 
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If you need to reset – click the Reload Home View and click Yes, you are sure. 

Remember to click Apply to keep your changes. 
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Additional Resources 

BHD has a number of tip sheets that explain many of the functions discussed today. 

https://county.milwaukee.gov/EN/DHHS/Provider-Portal/BHD-Training  
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